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Impedance evaluation 

•  Resistive wall 

•  Transverse feedback kicker 
(2 striplines, to damp RW instability) 
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Impedance evaluation 

•  Vacuum port screen 

•  Antechamber slots 

     Mafia calculations: 
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Impedance evaluation 

•  Beam position monitors 

•  Tapers 
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+ MAFIA 

For all BPMs  

(ABCI simulations) 



Impedance evaluation 

•  Scrapers 
(inside the detectors to reduce the lost particles background) 
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Impedance evaluation 

•  Bellows 
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Impedance evaluation 

•  Other inductive elements 
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dove l'indice i  si riferisce alla particella che si sta seguendo in quel momento, mentre 
n  al numero di rivoluzioni eseguite dalla stessa nella macchina. In linea di principio, 
le due equazioni (3.1) e (3.2) dovrebbero essere scritte per ogni particella del pac-
chetto, ma trattare un sistema di circa 1010  equazioni, pari al valore di Np , è pres-
soché impossibile. La soluzione a questa difficoltà ha portato da una parte a conside-
rare il caso estremo di Np  infinito, e quindi ad introdurre la funzione densità di pro-
babilità nel piano delle fasi ! z," ;t( ) , descrivendo il moto del fascio come sovrappo-
sizione di un numero infinito di modi coerenti di oscillazione come sviluppato nel 
secondo capitolo, mentre dall'altra, sfruttando i vantaggi offerti dai calcolatori oggi 
disponibili, a supporre il pacchetto formato da un certo numero di macroparticelle 
Nm  di diversi ordini di grandezza inferiore a Np , in modo da poter simulare il loro 
moto, nel dominio temporale, utilizzando ancora le equazioni (3.1) e (3.2). La scelta 
di Nm  deriva da considerazioni essenzialmente statistiche. Ad esempio, per il princi-
pio di causalità, la funzione scia prodotta da una particella è nulla per tutte quelle che 
la precedono, e qualora Nm  sia basso, le simulazioni potrebbero differire alquanto nel 
caso in cui essa si trovi davanti oppure dietro ad un'altra. Generalmente Nm  circa pari 
a 104  produce dei risultati attendibili senza eccessivi tempi di calcolo. Mentre nel-
l'equazione (3.1) tutte le grandezze sono note in funzione di quelle del giro prece-
dente, esplicitiamo le incognite della (3.2), e cioè R To( )  e V zi

n( ) . 
 
 Nel secondo capitolo è stata definita la quantità R To( )  come la differenza tra 
l'energia effettivamente irraggiata in un giro ed il suo valore medio. Come già detto in 
appendice (2.A3), essa è prodotta da due fenomeni tra di loro indipendenti, la proba-
bilità di emissione di un quanto di fissata energia e quella di emissione dei quanti re-
golata dalla distribuzione di Poisson. Poichè ogni singolo quanto produce un contri-
buto infinitesimo a R To( )  e gli eventi sono tutti statisticamente indipendenti, e poichè 
il valor medio di R To( ) per definizione è nullo, allora la somma di un grande numero 
di questi piccoli termini, in base al teorema del limite centrale del calcolo delle pro-
babilità, è una quantità stocastica con valor medio nullo, varianza definita dall'equa-
zione (2.A2.6) e distribuita secondo una gaussiana[29]. Si può quindi scrivere, in base 
alle equazioni (2.A3.7) e (2.A3.8): 
 

 R To( ) = R R2 To( ) = !"oR 2D  (3.3) 
 
con R  numero aleatorio derivante da una distribuzione gaussiana con R = 0  e vari-
anza pari ad 1, e !"o

2  varianza della funzione imperturbata di distribuzione in energia 

RF + wake fields radiation 
damping 

quantum fluctuations 



Simulation code 
•  Comparison with theory: potential well distortion (below 

microwave instability threshold) 
The longitudinal motion of a particle in the bunch is confined by 
the potential energy due to the RF voltage and to the wake fields 
 
 
 
The energy distribution is Gaussian with an RMS energy spread 
σε0 not modified by the wake fields. The longitudinal 
distribution is described by an integral equation known as the 
Haissinski equation 
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Simulation code 

•  Particular solutions of Haissinski equation 
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Pure resistive impedance Pure inductive impedance Broad band resonator 



Simulation code 

•  Example of comparison with theory: BBR impedance 
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Simulation code 
•  Example of comparison with theory: BBR impedance 
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•  Example of comparison with theory: BBR impedance 
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Results 

•  Application to DAFNE Main Rings (positron ring) 

Numerical simulations performed in the design phase, before the 
measurements 
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Figure 12: Bunch lengthening (FWHM) at 100 kV RF voltage.
Solid line - numerical calculations; circles - measurement results.
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Figure 13:  Bunch current distribution at 100 kV (I = 26 mA).
Solid line - measured signal; dotted line - numerical simulation.
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Results 

•  Application to DAFNE Accumulator Ring 
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DAΦNE accumulator wake potential of 
 a 2.5 mm Gaussian bunch. 



Results 

•  DAFNE Accumulator Ring 
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Fig. 7. Bunch length at different voltages (full-width at half-
maximum): dots — measurement results; crosses — numerical
simulations; numbers — RF peak voltage.

Fig. 8. Bunch length at »K
!"
"60 kV: crosses — measurement

results; solid line — numerical simulations.

In order to measure the bunch shape, a beam
signal was picked up from one of the 50 ! bi-
directional striplines normally used as a beam
shaker in the tune measurement system. The strip
length of 0.5 m is such that the back-reflected pulse,
typical of such kind of pick-up, is well separated
from the first induced pulse (see Fig. 6), which is the
one zoomed-in and analyzed.

The stripline signal was digitized by a sampling
oscilloscope Tektronix 11801A, equipped with
a sampling head SD-24, with a rise time of 17.5 ps
and an equivalent bandwidth of 20 GHz. The sig-
nal was split by means of a large bandwidth resis-
tive divider and one part was used as trigger. In this
way we could get a stable waveform even in the
presence of longitudinal oscillations. A Macintosh
II! provided the real time acquisition via high
speed National GPIB interface.

The measuring set-up was placed immediately
outside the radiation shielding area, to allow the
access. At the same time the length of the measuring
cable (Andrew FSJ4-50B, 1/2", low attenuation)
could be kept as short as &6 m, resulting in negli-
gible signal distortion, as confirmed by the pre-
dicted natural radiation length and Gaussian shape
measured at a very low current.

Fig. 7 shows a comparison of the measurement
and simulation results obtained at different RF
voltages, while Fig. 8 shows the results at
»M

!"
"60 kV. The agreement is very satisfactory

confirming the validity of the numerically cal-
culated wake field for the bunch lengthening calcu-
lations confirming the validity of the numerically
calculated wake field for the bunch lengthening
calculations.

We have also estimated the low frequency ma-
chine impedance applying the traditional broad
band impedance model approach. According to
Ref. [5], the bunch lengthening in case of long
bunches can be expressed in terms of the absolute
value of the impedance at low frequencies #Z/n#

!
as

!$!
R"

"+#2
!

% $Zn $
!
, (4)

where R is the machine radius and n the revolution
harmonic. The parameter %, introduced by Chao
and Gareyte [6], is given by

%" 2!I
h»K

!"
cos !

#

" &
$
I

'#
#
(E/e)

, (5)

with '
#
the synchrotron tune (number of synchro-

tron oscillations per revolution period).
Fig. 9 shows that for long bunches the data of

both sets of measurements are fit well by

$
!

c
"2.437!10$% %&'". (6)

Comparison of the fit with Eq. (4) gives the impe-
dance #Z/n#

!
of 3.55 !. The result is very close to

that predicted by the numerical simulations. This

R. Boni et al. /Nucl. Instr. and Meth. in Phys. Res. A 418 (1998) 241—248 245
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Fig. 5 - Typical stripline response at low-current. The small superimposed oscillation
occurs at the first TM waveguide mode in the round beam pipe (Ø ~ 86 mm).

Fig. 6 - Bunch length at different voltages (full width at half maximum):
dots - measurement results; crosses - numerical simulation; numbers - RF voltage.
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DA!NE accumulator ring coupling impedance measurements
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Abstract

We discuss the results of the bunch lengthening and synchronous phase shift measurements performed during the
commissioning of the DA!NE accumulator ring and aimed to estimate the machine longitudinal coupling impedance.

The dependence of the bunch length on the average current measured experimentally is in a good agreement with that
predicted numerically. The low frequency machine impedance is estimated to be 3.55 ".

It was also found that the parasitic beam power losses and the bunch shape distortion depend strongly on the actual
RF cavity Higher Order Mode (HOM) positions with respect to the beam power spectrum lines. In particular, we
observed that the effect of the HOMs can be minimized by raising the cavity temperature to 37°C. ! 1998 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

PACS: 29.27.Bd; 41.85.Ew

Keywords: Coupling impedance; Bunch lengthening; High order mode

1. Introduction

The high luminosity operation of DA!NE, the
Frascati !-Factory [1], needs a very efficient injec-
tion system. In order to provide longitudinal and
transverse emittance damping a small accumulator
ring is interposed between the DA!NE LINAC
and the main rings. The accumulator ring has been
successfully commissioned reaching a stable and
reproducible single bunch operation with the nom-
inal average current of 120 mA.

Two kinds of measurements were performed
during the commissioning aimed to evaluate
the machine longitudinal coupling impedance.
The first one is the measurement of the syn-
chronous phase shift versus beam current. This
measurement allows to calculate energy losses
due to parasitic beam-vacuum chamber interaction
and to estimate the real part of the machine
impedance.

The second one is the measurement of the bunch
shape at different currents. The bunch lengthening
helps to evaluate the inductive part of the machine
impedance, whereas the bunch shape symmetry dis-
tortion gives information about the real part of the
impedance and parasitic losses.

0168-9002/98/$19.00 ! 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PII: S 0 1 6 8 - 9 0 0 2 ( 9 8 ) 0 0 7 4 4 - X
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•  DAFNE Accumulator Ring impedance model 
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Fig. 7 - Bunch lengthening in the accumulator ring (full width at half maximum):
dots -measurement results; solid line - numerical simulation.

The bunch shape was also recorded for different bunch currents (see Fig. 8). The bunch
shape is clearly distorted indicating not negligible parasitic losses.

Fig. 8 - Bunch shape for different average bunch currents
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In our case, the inductive part is mostly responsible of the bunch lengthening, while the
real part of the impedance breaks the bunch distribution symmetry without notable lengthen-
ing. As an example of this, Fig. 3 demonstrates the bunch lengthening effect for purely
inductive (a,c) and purely resistive impedance (b,d). The graphs were obtained by solving the
Haissinski equation [2] at V̂ rf = 60 kV for Z(!) = 600 " and Z(!)(") = j*6.2E-08*!,
respectively. These values correspond to the R-L impedance model which we have got by
fitting the measured bunch shape (see 3.2, Fig. 9).

Fig. 3 - Examples of bunch shape and relative bunch lengthening for purely inductive (a, c)
and purely resistive (b, d) impedance: solid line - rms bunch length; long-dashed line -

full width at half maximum; short-dashed line - shift of bunch center of mass.

The impedance of the DA#NE accumulator ring has been estimated well in advance prior
to the bunch length measurements. Figure 4 shows the wake field of a 5 mm Gaussian bunch,
which was taken as the Green function in numerical simulations of the bunch lengthening.

Note that this is the single passage wake field, since existing numerical codes do not
calculate a multiturn effect. It means that we neglect the discrete nature of the beam power
spectrum and this does not guarantee an exact reproduction of the effective real part of the
impedance in the simulations.
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to the bunch length measurements. Figure 4 shows the wake field of a 5 mm Gaussian bunch,
which was taken as the Green function in numerical simulations of the bunch lengthening.

Note that this is the single passage wake field, since existing numerical codes do not
calculate a multiturn effect. It means that we neglect the discrete nature of the beam power
spectrum and this does not guarantee an exact reproduction of the effective real part of the
impedance in the simulations.
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In order to estimate the parasitic losses at a given current, one can try to find the best fit
of the bunch shape by solving the Haissinski equation for a certain impedance model. Then, a
convolution of a real part of the model impedance over the bunch power spectrum will give
the corresponding loss factor.

Fortunately, for the accumulator ring the simplest R-L impedance model:

Z !( ) = j!L + R   (4)

suits very well.  The energy loss in this case is given by:
   

"E =
ekl I
f0

with kl =
Rc

2 #$z
(5)

As an example, the bunch shape at I = 28 mA  and the corresponding fit are presented in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 9- Bunch shape at I = 28 mA: solid line - measurement;
dotted line - fit with Z j e! !( ) = + %( . )600 6 2 08 &

Application of eq.(5) gives 3.086 keV energy loss for I = 28 mA. The value could be
compared to that obtained applying eq.(3) if all the working conditions in both sets of
measurements were the same. This gives 1.015 keV of parasitic losses at the current of
28 mA, i.e. different by a factor of 3. In our opinion, this discrepancy can be accounted for by
the shift of the HOMs with respect to beam spectrum lines, as was discussed above. Indeed,
during the phase shift measurement the bunch was stable for all currents, while the bunch
lengthening measurements were performed later in time and the bunch was unstable for
currents between 5 mA and 23 mA. Presumably, the ambient temperature change resulted in
some HOM shift in the RF cavity.
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Results 
•  The simulation code has been used for studying the option of a third 

harmonic cavity to lengthen the bunch for DAFNE (cavity prototype 
realized and measured) 
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Longitudinal beam dynamics in the Frascati DA!NE e!e" collider with a passive third
harmonic cavity in the lengthening regime

David Alesini, Alessandro Gallo, Susanna Guiducci, Fabio Marcellini, and Mikhail Zobov
INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, P.O. Box 13, I-00044, Frascati (Roma), Italy

Mauro Migliorati and Luigi Palumbo
INFN Laboratori Nazionali di Frascati, P.O. Box 13, I-00044, Frascati (Roma), Italy

and Department Energetica, University ‘‘La Sapienza,’’ Via Antonio Scarpa 14, I-00161 Roma, Italy
(Received 3 February 2003; published 8 July 2003)

A high-harmonic rf system is going to be installed in both rings of the DA!NE !-Factory collider
to improve the Touschek lifetime. The main goal of this paper is to study the impact of the 3rd harmonic
cavity on beam dynamics making a special emphasis on the dynamics of a bunch train with a gap. The
shift of the coherent synchrotron frequencies of the coupled-bunch modes has been estimated. In the
following we investigated the effect of magnification of the synchrotron phase spread and beam
spectrum variation due to the gap. Besides we simulated the bunch lengthening for different bunches
along the unevenly filled train and evaluated the Touschek lifetime enhancement taking into account the
obtained bunch distributions. Finally, the ‘‘cavity parking’’ option is discussed. It can be considered as a
reliable backup procedure consisting of tuning the cavity away from the 3rd harmonic frequency and in
between two revolution harmonics. It allows recovering, approximately, the same operating conditions
as were before the harmonic cavity installation.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevSTAB.6.074401 PACS numbers: 29.27.Bd, 29.20.Dh, 41.85.Ew, 41.75.Ht

I. INTRODUCTION

The Frascati !-Factory DA!NE [1] is a double ring,
high luminosity collider working at the energy of the
!-meson resonance (1.02 GeV in the center of mass).
The most relevant DA!NE parameters for luminosity
delivery to the KLOE experiment (runs of year 2002)
are summarized in Table I.

For low energy and high bunch current storage rings the
beam lifetime is dominated by the Touschek scattering
process [2]. Because of a scattering effect two particles
performing transverse betatron oscillations inside the
bunch can transform their transverse momenta into lon-
gitudinal ones. If the new longitudinal momenta are out-
side the momentum acceptance of the machine, the
particles are lost. The resulting beam lifetime is inversely
proportional to the number of particles in the bunch [3].

The Touschek effect is particularly harmful in DA!NE
because of the low beam energy and the large bunch
charge density necessary to get the required luminosity.
This effect leads to the production of beam induced
background and the necessity of frequent beam injections
because of the low beam lifetime. Increasing the DA!NE
beam lifetime is therefore one of the priorities in the
machine performance upgrade activity.

The DA!NE rf system can deliver a maximum accel-
erating voltage of ! 300 kV, which is more than twice
the present operating rf voltages as reported in Table I.

However, we have found experimentally that the rf
voltage increase is almost ineffective for the DA!NE
beam lifetime improvement since at voltages higher
than ! 150 kV, the machine momentum acceptance is

presently limited by the small off-energy dynamic aper-
ture. Moreover, increasing the rf voltage also decreases
the natural bunch length, and, due to the high single-
bunch current, this pushes further the machine operation
in the microwave regime. As a matter of fact, we observed
experimentally that the DA!NE beam dynamics is more
critical at higher rf voltages [4].

The strategy to improve the DA!NE beam lifetime
consists of three steps.

(i) To increase the off-energy dynamic aperture by
improving the machine nonlinear model and, on its basis,
to optimize the sextupole and octupoles setups. This
study is well advanced [5].

(ii) To increase the energy acceptance by substantially
increasing the rf peak voltage.

(iii) To lengthen the bunches at this high peak voltage
of the main rf system by means of a high-harmonic
voltage up to the limit imposed by the hourglass effect
in beam-beam collisions.

We expect also that the last step will increase the
single-bunch microwave instability threshold, since the
natural bunch length with the harmonic voltage is higher.

According to the above strategy, a harmonic rf system
based on a normal conducting, single-cell 3rd harmonic
cavity powered by the beam (passive mode) has been
designed and built and is going to be installed in both
DA!NE rings [6].

Studies, installations, and the operation of harmonic rf
systems for storage rings for lifetime improvement are in
progress also in a number of different laboratories [7–12].

There may be also other reasons for taking into con-
sideration rf harmonic systems. For instance, the large
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Third harmonic passive RF cavities have been proposed for installation in both rings of the DA!NE
factory collider to improve the Touschek lifetime and to increase the Landau damping. This paper
illustrates the design of the harmonic cavities. The main requirements were to obtain a relatively low
R=Q factor and a quality factor Q as high as possible to satisfy beam dynamics requirements and to
damp all the higher order mode (HOM) to a harmless level in order to avoid multibunch instabilities. A
spherical shape of the cavity central body has been chosen as an optimum compromise between a high
Q resonator and a low R=Q factor. HOM suppression has been provided by a ferrite ring damper
designed for the superconducting cavities of the high energy ring of the KEK-B factory. The design and
electromagnetic properties of the resonant modes have been studied with MAFIA and HFSS codes.
Cavities have been made of aluminum and the RF measurements have been performed to characterize
them. The measurements are in a good agreement with numerical simulations results, demonstrating a
satisfactory HOM damping.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Frascati ! factory DA!NE [1] is a double ring,
high luminosity collider working at the energy of the
!-meson resonance (1.02 GeV in the center of mass).
The most relevant DA!NE parameters for luminosity
delivery to the KLOE experiment (runs of year 2002)
are summarized in Table I.

The installation of a third harmonic cavity in each
DA!NE ring has been proposed to increase the
Touschek lifetime and to weaken the coherent instabil-
ities by increasing the Landau damping due to the non-
linearity of the harmonic voltage [2]. The implications of
the harmonic voltage on the multibunch beam dynamics
have been carefully considered elsewhere [3]. The cavity

TABLE I. DA!NE parameters (KLOE runs 2002).

Energy E [MeV] 510
Max. beam current IM [A] 1.2 (presently), 1.4–1.7 (goal)
Number of colliding bunches Nb 47–51
Max. current per bunch Ib [mA] 25 (presently), 30–35 (goal)
RF frequency fRF [MHz] 368.29
RF voltage VRF [kV] 100–150
Revolution frequency f0 [MHz] 3.069
Harmonic number h 120
Bunch spacing Tb [ns] 5.43 ( ! 2=fRF)
Synchrotron losses Er [keV=turn] 9.3
Parasitic losses Ep [keV=turn] " 2:5 (at Ib " 20 mA, e# ring)

" 4:5 (at Ib " 20 mA, e$ ring)
Momentum compaction !c " 0:034
Natural bunch length "z0 [cm] " 1:6 (at Ib " 0 mA, VRF " 120 kV)
Nat. bunch energy spread "E=E 3:9% 10#4

Bunch length (lengthening regime) "z [cm] " 2:4 (e$, at Ib " 20 mA, VRF " 120 kV)
" 2:8 (e#, at Ib " 20 mA, VRF " 120 kV)

Vertical to horizontal emittance coupling # ! "y="x " 0:2%
Vertical beta function at IP $&

y [cm] " 3
RF acceptance "RF=E " 0:55% (at VRF " 120 kV
Beam lifetime %T [s] " 1000–2000
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Results 

•  The single bunch simulation code has been used to 
obtain an impedance model for SUPER ACO and 
ELETTRA 
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Abstract

Good electron beam qualities and stability are the crucial features of Storage Rings dedicated to synchrotron
radiation sources or to Free Electron Laser. Most of these characteristics depend on the coupling of the e-beam with the
machine environment, which can be in turn modelled in terms of a characteristic impedance, whose absolute value and
structure can be used to specify both the stability (longitudinal and transverse) of the beam and its qualities (energy
spread, bunch length, peak current, etc.). In this paper we consider two specific examples of Storage Rings used for FEL
operation and analyze their performances by means of semianalytical and numerical methods. The analysis is aimed at
clarifying the dependence of beam energy spread and bunch length on beam current and at providing a set of
parameters useful for the optimization of Free Electron Laser or synchrotron radiation sources. # 2001 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Instabilities of different nature may affect
electron beams circulating in Storage Ring (SR)
[1] and cause severe limitations in the perfor-
mances of devices dedicated to Free Electron
Laser (FEL) operation or to Synchrotron Radia-
tion.

Instabilities of longitudinal type are character-
ized by an anomalous increase of the e-beam
energy spread and bunch length [2]. By anomalous
increase we mean a growth, with current, above
the natural values determined by damping and
quantum diffusion effects [3]. The presence of the
instability may provide severe limitations in the
performances of the device and may manifest in
different ways. The so-called ‘‘saw-tooth’’ instabil-
ity has been observed on the SLC damping ring [4]
and on other synchrotrons as well [5], in this case
the beam evolution is characterized by a periodic
fast blow-up of its energy spread and bunch length

*Corresponding author. Tel.: +39-06-94005421; fax: +39-
06-94005334.

E-mail address: dattoli@frascati.enea.it (G. Dattoli).

0168-9002/01/$ - see front matter # 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
PII: S 0 1 6 8 - 9 0 0 2 ( 0 1 ) 0 0 8 5 6 - 7



Results 

•  SUPER ACO 

•  BBR model with Rs=6.5 kΩ, ωr=30 GHz, Q=1 
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larger than the value predicted by the Boussard
scaling. As to SUPER ACO, the data are better
reproduced by an RLC impedance model charac-
terized by R ¼ 6500O and or¼ 3" 1010 Hz and

Q ¼ 1. In this case the characteristic impedance of
the system is jZn=nj # 6:07O and the data relevant
to the bunch length are better fitted than those
relevant to the energy spread.

Fig. 7. (a) Same as Fig. 1(a). Comparison with the simulation, the upper curve is the average value of the fit plus the error and the
lower curve is the average value minus the error, (Zn=n ¼ 6:07O, Q ¼ 1, Rs ¼ 6500O, or ¼ 3" 1010 Hz); (b) same as Fig. 1(b).
Comparison with the simulation.

Fig. 8. (a) Same as Fig. 2(a). Comparison with the simulation (R ¼ 600O, L ¼ 3" 10$3 H); (b) same as Fig. 1(a). Comparison with
simulation.

G. Dattoli et al. / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 471 (2001) 403–411 409



Results 

•  ELETTRA 

•  RL impedance model 
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scaling. As to SUPER ACO, the data are better
reproduced by an RLC impedance model charac-
terized by R ¼ 6500O and or¼ 3" 1010 Hz and

Q ¼ 1. In this case the characteristic impedance of
the system is jZn=nj # 6:07O and the data relevant
to the bunch length are better fitted than those
relevant to the energy spread.

Fig. 7. (a) Same as Fig. 1(a). Comparison with the simulation, the upper curve is the average value of the fit plus the error and the
lower curve is the average value minus the error, (Zn=n ¼ 6:07O, Q ¼ 1, Rs ¼ 6500O, or ¼ 3" 1010 Hz); (b) same as Fig. 1(b).
Comparison with the simulation.

Fig. 8. (a) Same as Fig. 2(a). Comparison with the simulation (R ¼ 600O, L ¼ 3" 10$3 H); (b) same as Fig. 1(a). Comparison with
simulation.
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In order to estimate the parasitic losses at a given current, one can try to find the best fit
of the bunch shape by solving the Haissinski equation for a certain impedance model. Then, a
convolution of a real part of the model impedance over the bunch power spectrum will give
the corresponding loss factor.

Fortunately, for the accumulator ring the simplest R-L impedance model:

Z !( ) = j!L + R   (4)

suits very well.  The energy loss in this case is given by:
   

"E =
ekl I
f0

with kl =
Rc

2 #$z
(5)

As an example, the bunch shape at I = 28 mA  and the corresponding fit are presented in
Fig. 9.

Fig. 9- Bunch shape at I = 28 mA: solid line - measurement;
dotted line - fit with Z j e! !( ) = + %( . )600 6 2 08 &

Application of eq.(5) gives 3.086 keV energy loss for I = 28 mA. The value could be
compared to that obtained applying eq.(3) if all the working conditions in both sets of
measurements were the same. This gives 1.015 keV of parasitic losses at the current of
28 mA, i.e. different by a factor of 3. In our opinion, this discrepancy can be accounted for by
the shift of the HOMs with respect to beam spectrum lines, as was discussed above. Indeed,
during the phase shift measurement the bunch was stable for all currents, while the bunch
lengthening measurements were performed later in time and the bunch was unstable for
currents between 5 mA and 23 mA. Presumably, the ambient temperature change resulted in
some HOM shift in the RF cavity.
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3. Numerical analysis

The analysis of the previous section is based on
a semi-empirical relation, which has been able of
reproducing the experimental data in a fairly
satisfactory way. We will now perform a more
complete analysis by means of a simulation
procedure, which models the single bunch evolu-
tion as an ensemble of particles each one ruled by
two coupled equations, describing the turn by turn
evolution of the longitudinal coordinate and
relative energy, namely [9]

zin ¼ zin"1 " acL0ein"1; L0 ¼ cT0

ein ¼ ein"1ð1"DÞ þ e
VRFðzinÞ "U0

E0

þ
Vwf ðzinÞ

E0
þ se;nR

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

2D
p

; D ¼ 2
T0

ts
ð10Þ

where the superscript i refers to the ith particle in
the bunch and n to the nth machine turn. The
variable z denotes the position in the bunch with
respect to the synchronous particle (z > 0 ahead), e
refers to the particle relative energy, ts is the
damping time, VRF is the radio-frequency accel-
erating voltage, U0 is the power lost via synchro-
tron radiation. R is a random number from an
average distribution with zero average and var-
iance 1, finally Vwf accounts for the effect of the
self-induced short-range wake field.

The structure of the above equations is that
currently employed in the tracking analysis of SR
beam dynamics, and can account for the ‘‘natural’’
beam energy spread and bunch length which are
due to a kind of compromise between damping
and random processes, mainly of quantum nature,
the third term in the second of Eqs. (10) controls
all the effects leading to potential well distortion,
saw-tooth behavior, anomalous bunch lengthening
and energy spread.

The self-induced potential is a genuine non-
linear term, depending on the single bunch
distribution itself and can be modelled according
to the relation

Vwf ðzÞ ¼ eNp

Z 1

"1

Z 1

"1
wðz* " zÞCðz*; eÞ dz* de

ð11Þ

where Np is the number of particles in the bunch,
Cðz; eÞ its distribution and wðzÞ the wake function
which can be obtained for a specific machine by
using codes like MAFIA and ABCI or it can be
derived from the broad band resonator model,
which yields

wðzÞ ¼
orRs

Q
e"Gz=c cos

onz

c
"

or

2Qon
sin

onz

c

" #

$ %

HðzÞ;

G ¼
or

Q
; o2

n ¼ o2
r " G2 ð12Þ

where or is the resonant frequency, Rs is the shunt
impedance, Q the quality factor (whose typical
value is taken around 1) and HðzÞ is the step
function.

The effective number of particles to be simulated
is quite large 1010–1012 per thousands of turns. Nm

macroparticles each one of 106 or more particles
are therefore used in the simulation. Special care is
taken to reduce the numerical noise which behaves
as 1=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

Nm

p

. The integral in Eq. (11) is treated by
considering at any turn the Nm macroparticles
distributed in Nbin bins so that we can write the
induced voltage as

Vwf ðzinÞ ¼ e
Np

Nm

X

k¼1;Nbin

zk>zin

NbðzkÞwðzk " zinÞ ð13Þ

with zk the coordinate of the kth bin center and
NbðzkÞ the number of macroparticles in the bin
with center zk.

In the case in which the code has been adapted
for a RL broad-band impedance, Eq. (11) is not
valid since the corresponding wake function is just
the sum of a Dirac function plus its derivative. Its
direct substitution in Eq. (11) yields

Vwf ðzinÞ ¼
eNpc

Nm

cLN 0
bðz

kÞ
Dzk

"
RNbðzkÞ
Dzk

& '

ð14Þ

where Dzk is the interval of the bin center and
N 0

bðz
kÞ is the derivative of NbðzkÞ with respect to zk.

According to Eq. (14), the self-induced potential is
linked to NbðzkÞ and to its first derivative.

The results of the simulation are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. In the case of ELETTRA the data are well
reproduced using a wake-field potential due to RL
broad band impedance. The parameters used in the
simulation are R ¼ 0:6 kO and L ¼ 3& 10"8 H,
which yield an impedance jZn=nj ' 0:21O, slightly
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HOMs evaluation 
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HOMs evaluation 

•  RF cavity 
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HOMs evaluation 
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HOMs evaluation 
•  Measurements on a prototype 
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Simulations 
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Longitudinal feedback system 
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    The feedback has been designed in collaboration with SLAC-LBL PEP-II group (J. Fox 
et al.). 
 
Longitudinal kicker 
The stripline longitudinal kicker was very rich in HOMs content with the risk of 
introducing further instabilities instead of damping them. 
A new broad band RF cavity kicker loaded with waveguides to broaden the fundamental 
mode bandwidth and to damp the cavity HOMs was designed. 



Longitudinal feedback system 
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Simulation code 

•  A time domain simulation code has been developed to 
investigate the effect of the bunch-by-bunch feedback system 
on the multi-bunch longitudinal dynamics. 

•  The code tracks the longitudinal dipole motion of all the 
bunches and it includes the bunch-by-bunch feedback, the 
effects of the HOMs, the synchrotron radiation, the fast RF 
feedback … 

•  The core of the algorithm can be divided into four main parts: 
•  1) propagation of all the bunches in the ring  
•  2) bunch-by-bunch feedback effect  
•  3) beam-cavity interaction 
•  4) RF feedback 
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Simulation code 
•  The bunch-by-bunch feedback is simulated in all its parts. 
•  It is possible to modify the system configuration and the 

feedback gain 
•  Different digital filters, as delay line, high and low pass, 

derivative and sinusoidal filters have been investigated 
•  It has been possible to evaluate the power needed to cure the 

mode coupling instability 
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•  Thank you for your attention 
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